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Abstract: Obtaining a good socket fit is an iterative process dependent on the skill and experience of
the prosthetist creating it and requires individualisation based on the size and shape. There is no
standard measurement system used to aid prosthetic socket creation despite the severe impacts on
physical health and quality of life if one is ill fitting. Pressure sensors embedded in a prosthetic socket
were used to collect data at the socket–residuum interface. To choose an interpolation method, the
sensor array was simplified to a 2D grid with a border for extrapolation and tested using previously
collected walking test pressure data. Four multivariable interpolation methods were evaluated
to create a colour map of the pressure data. Radial basis function interpolation was chosen, as it
produced a clear image with a graduated interpolation between data points, and was used to create
a colour map across the surface of a 3D prosthetic socket model. For the model to be accessible to
clinical audiences, a desktop application was created using PyQt to view the model. The application
allowed for connection to the sensors via Bluetooth, with the pressure data updating on the 3D
model in real time. Clinician feedback on the application showed the potential for a clinical product;
however, further development informed by feedback from rehabilitation clinicians and prosthesis
users is required.
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1. Introduction

The prosthetic socket is the point of load transfer between the body and the prosthesis
and is a complex interface [1,2]. Obtaining a good socket fit is an iterative process dependent
on the skill and experience of the prosthetist creating it, requiring individual adaptation
based on the size and shape of each user’s residual limb [3,4]. The socket is not an ideal
environment for the residual limb due to the load distribution over anatomy and tissues
that have not evolved for this purpose. The bony prominences and skin on the residual
limb are subjected to a hot, moist environment with greater loading conditions compared
with pre-amputation [5]. Therefore, the residual limb is highly susceptible to complications—
including skin tissue breakdown—that can lead to deep tissue injury and the formation of
pressure ulcers [6–9]. A critical factor in the development of pressure sores is the presence of
shear in the soft tissues, often present due to movement of the residual limb [10]. Pressure
sores negatively affect the quality of life of 62% of prosthesis users, frequently prohibiting
prosthetic use [6,8,11,12].

There is no standard measurement system used to aid prosthetic socket creation,
despite the severe impacts on physical health and quality of life if one is ill fitting. The
knowledge to solve patient-reported problems or adapt the socket for different needs is
gained only with years of experience [3,4]. The process of fitting a socket is made more
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difficult for those who have lost sensation in their residual limbs due to nerve damage,
burns, or skin grafting. These individuals cannot provide feedback to prosthetists if the
socket is uncomfortable due to ill fit or high pressure, and are thus more susceptible to skin
breakdown and the development of pressure sores.

Another issue affecting socket fit is the volume fluctuation of the residual limb [13,14].
The socket is fitted to the conditions at a single point in time; however, the residual limb
changes shape and size [13]. Changes to the residual limb are influenced by a variety of
factors, including time since amputation, activity levels, and even the weather. The socket
is rigid and cannot adapt to these changes in the limb, altering the pressure distribution
within the socket [13] and potentially exacerbating skin breakdown.

Published literature shows that effective biofeedback methods have been used in
people with lower-limb amputations alongside conventional techniques for monitoring
and assessing loading, motion symmetry, and improving gait [15,16]. Biofeedback in these
settings is most commonly presented visually, with auditory and haptic methods (deliver-
ing feedback via a method of touch, e.g., using sub-threshold electrical stimulation on the
skin to signal a change in environment) also popular techniques [15]. Although biofeedback
is effective in both clinical and non-clinical settings, it is particularly beneficial during the
early stages of rehabilitation [15]. Using biofeedback technologies is generally received well
by trial participants and increases motivation to complete sustained rehabilitation [17,18],
though there have been usability issues reported within the elderly population [15]. Visual
feedback during rehabilitation has been shown to positively influence rehabilitation and
can be used as outcome measures as well. It is also clearly an area where new technologies
are embraced positively by users.

Methods to measure the environment inside the prosthetic socket have been developed
and tested for several decades. Due to their associated medical implications, pressure
and shear are of particular interest [19–23]. Few commercial technologies exist, and they
have limitations similar to devices used in research studies, generally including high
costs [24–26] Research studies either use commercial technologies [19,20] or focus on
the development of new sensors [21–23]. It is more common for commercial products
to also focus on the user interface for the display and interpretation of the collected
data. A drawback of current interfaces is the difficulty to map the measurements to
the exact locations on the socket. This adds time and complexity for clinicians to use
the technologies, as they must understand the information portrayed and then mentally
transpose this into the socket. This method can reduce the use of the technology in
time-sensitive cases and increase abandonment rates. Many user interfaces only work
with their associated sensors, with some also being platform- and device specific, and
many requiring an internet connection. Dependence on specific devices is costly, and the
requirement of the internet to use the sensors limits the accessibility of their technologies.
Low resource environments may not have the budget to pay for the different technologies
on top of the sensor hardware, and wireless internet access is not guaranteed, particularly in
remote settings. Furthermore, research technologies frequently require specialist technical
knowledge and licensed software (e.g., MATLAB) [21–23], making them less suitable for a
clinical environment.

Sensor placement is important, as the quantity and location affect spatial resolution
and accuracy. Using too few sensors to cover a large area may lead to misleading results due
to reduced spatial resolution. It is also important to consider the anatomy of the residual
limb that needs to be captured. For each prosthesis user, specific locations of interest may
vary; however, each will have areas of higher load tolerance and more sensitive areas, e.g.,
bony prominences. Arguably, it is most important to capture the pressure at the sensitive
areas to target issues reducing user comfort. However, this local approach does not allow
for the evaluation of the overall socket design or distribution of pressure.

The integration of sensors into the prosthetic socket is complex. The sensors must
not impact the ability to shape or modify the socket or negatively affect the comfort of
the prosthesis user. Generally, sensor hardware is not waterproof and is affected by heat-
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ing methods used to make minor modifications to the socket’s shape. The sensors used
in research and commercially are generally placed between the socket and the residual
limb [24–26]. However, this placement can disrupt the interface of the socket and the resid-
ual limb, which may cause discomfort and an uneven surface leading to skin breakdown.

The research team has created a network of 144 piezoresistive pressure sensors, which
are low cost to manufacture. The sensors are arranged in strips of 12 sensors, 2 cm apart,
an example of which is shown in Figure 1. The sensors are placed lengthways proximally
to distally along the socket, with the aim of total surface coverage and no strip more than
2 cm apart [27]. The resistance of the piezoresistive material that acts as the sensor changes
depending on the amount of pressure applied. Therefore, with varying pressure, the
output voltage of the sensors changes when in a voltage divider instrumentation circuit.
The sensors were examined for pressure up to 400 kPa, the expected pressure range in
the prosthetic socket [27]. Although the sensors demonstrated hysteresis with loading
and unloading, static drift, and some temperature response, the sensors were deemed
appropriate for use to understand pressure distributions in the prosthetic socket [27]. The
sensor strips are connected to a control board with an inertial measurement unit (tri-axis
accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer) to detect and measure movement. Data
from each device were collected at a rate of 200 Hz. The control board also contains a
Bluetooth transmitter that transfers the data wirelessly. Before the start of the current study,
the data were received by a desktop application written in C# which saved the data in a
comma-separated value (CSV) file.
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Figure 1. Image of one sensor strip attached to a 3D-printed block for exanimation of response under
load, with 12 sensors and a connector head on the top to allow connection to the control board.

The aim of this study was to create an initial proof-of-concept real-time feedback
tool to display a complete surface colour map of pressure from the sensors created by
Hopkins et al. on a 3D socket model for clinicians [27]. The quantitative information is
intended to guide the prosthetists with their fitting by providing additional information
that previously they would not have had. The feedback tool is also intended to aid com-
munication with prosthesis users during the socket fitting process and to aid movement
re-education or highlight issues with the socket that may present during rehabilitation.
Clinician feedback was sought to determine the potential clinical benefit of the tool from
the perspective of socket fit and rehabilitation and to gain feedback to guide future devel-
opment. A future iteration of the tool using this information will be tested with prosthesis
users in the clinical environment.
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2. Results
2.1. Software Creation

Multiple multivariate interpolation methods for unstructured data were run on a
uniform 2D grid, representing an ideal sensor distribution to determine the appropriateness
of different methods (Figure 2). The data shown in the figure are from one time point
in a gait cycle for the participant. Only the radial basis function and nearest-neighbour
interpolation methods extrapolated outside the sensor array’s measured points. The
Clough–Tocher and linear interpolation methods only interpolated within the boundaries
of the sensor locations. Extrapolation is necessary to allow clinicians to visualise the
pressure distribution across the whole socket, not only the area enclosed by sensors as they
will not necessarily be located at the socket boundaries. The pressure values are represented
using a colour gradient, from the lowest in blue, through green, and the highest in red. The
colour gradient can be changed if desired.
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Figure 2. The 2D output of pressure sensor data with (a) radial basis function, (b) Clough–Tocher, (c) nearest-neighbour,
and (d) Linear interpolation methods from a single time point.

The nearest-neighbour interpolation method showed squares of colours between the
sensor locations used for interpolation. For extrapolation, the colours from the interpolation
are shown as rectangles given the locations of sensor measurements in the grid. Given that
the interpolation is performed by locating the nearest measured sensor values, there are
squares of starkly different colours adjacent to each other, representing a ‘jump’ in pressure
values. The radial basis function interpolation instead creates a smooth colour gradient
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across the 2D grid using the sensor values. The pressure map has no ‘jumps’ and shows a
graduated change in pressure.

The interpolation methods were tested on four time points across a gait cycle for a
participant. Whilst the pressure distribution changed at the different time points, the meth-
ods of each interpolation did not. All methods created images with similar characteristics
at the different time points, i.e., ability to extrapolate, pixelated appearance, or smooth
gradient, showing the timepoint in the gait cycle did not impact the appropriateness of the
interpolation methods.

The radial basis function was chosen as the interpolation method to use due to the
clarity of the image which was deemed most interpretable. A colour map was created
on the surface of a transtibial socket model for a single time point of data (Figure 3).
The interpolation created a colour map representing the estimated pressures across the
entire surface, using the 144 measured values distributed across the surface in 12 lines of
12 sensors.
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Figure 3. Radial basis function interpolation applied to a 3D computational model of a prosthetic
socket using data.

The Python code creating the model was improved to update the colour map when
new data were given to it. This improvement was vital to allow the creation of a dynamic
model that could be updated in real time from the Bluetooth data transmitted from the
sensor hardware.

To allow clinicians to use the 3D model in a clinical environment in a time-efficient
manner which requires no training or coding experience, the desktop application was
created with a simple user flow (Figure 4) to demonstrate the possibility of using 3D
visualisation in real time as a visual feedback tool for clinicians. The application allowed
users to connect to the sensor hardware and view the updating 3D socket model with only
button clicks.

A graphical user interface was created with two screens and two buttons to navigate
between the screens. Navigating to the second screen initiates the connection to the
Bluetooth sensors via a dialog box with an ‘OK’ action button, which triggers the host
device to scan for the sensors. The main window is disabled whilst the application is
scanning for the sensors, and another dialogue box is shown to confirm that the sensors
are connected to the host device.
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Figure 4. User flow of feedback tool.

Once sensors are connected, and the test session started using a ‘Start/Stop’ button
in the main window, a stream of data is received by the application, and the pressure
values are extracted to feed the function that creates the pressure map on the 3D model.
The window can be resized, and the model can be reorientated by clicking and dragging.
Clicking the ‘Start/Stop’ button breaks the Bluetooth connection with the sensors.

2.2. Clinician Feedback

Clinician interviews were evaluated to determine the tool’s clinical potential and to
understand areas for further development. Participants were positive that the tool was
easy to use and did not require specialist knowledge. They noted that the 3D model was
easy to interpret and purely represented the level of pressure present.

Both prosthetists and physiotherapists believed the pressure information displayed on
the 3D model would be more useful for prosthetists in the clinic. However, physiotherapists
also stated that it would help them better communicate socket issues. Some prosthetists did
not believe the tool would add value to their practice, as they made well-fitting sockets and
used prosthesis user feedback to guide them, although they did acknowledge there could
be a benefit to the tool for teaching and research purposes. One prosthetist believed the tool
would only be useful if it provided information about shear. The benefit of the tool in aiding
communication with prosthesis users was also highlighted. In general, prosthetists stated
that prosthesis users wanted to know what was occurring within their socket, and therefore
noted that objective information on pressure locations may help socket acceptance.

Prosthetists and physiotherapists expressed an interest in viewing the movement
information of the prosthesis user alongside the 3D model. Participants believed that the
information would allow them to more easily pinpoint when problems with the prosthesis
may occur.

Some participants expressed that it would be more helpful for the application to be
accessible on a mobile device, e.g., smartphone or tablet, even if that meant a simpler tool
was created. However, the majority did not have a problem with the tool being available on
a desktop or laptop for clinical application. It was noted that some prosthetic components,
such as microprocessor control knees, require a laptop to program and evaluate anyway,
so the additional use of the computer for socket monitoring would not be an issue.

3. Discussion

A proof-of-concept real-time feedback tool to display the pressure measurements from
the sensors created by Hopkins et al. [27] for clinicians was created. A radial basis function
interpolation method was used to create a colour map of pressure across the surface of a
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3D prosthetic socket model using measured values from 144 sensors embedded in a real
socket. The tool created was intended to be an initial version to determine the possibility
of creating a full colour map that updates in real time from received Bluetooth data and to
receive initial feedback from clinicians on the benefits to their practice. With the project
scope being to create a testable proof-of-concept software for clinician feedback, certain
assumptions and simplifications were made. This enabled the establishment of the value
of the software before investing resources into creating a final product.

For the sensor hardware to be useful in a clinical environment, the information relevant
to clinicians and people with amputation(s) must be displayed in an easy-to-understand
manner, requiring little interpretation or training and no additional technical knowledge.
Clinicians are busy and have a short timeframe in which to see and treat patients; the
technology must not be a burden for them to use to ensure adoption into clinical practice.

Data visualisation was kept in the simplest form, relaying pressure information: no
analysis or post-processing was carried out on the data. A further analysis adds complexity
and time, which is not always available or possible in the clinical environment when
treating patients. After an initial consultation with target users regarding the clinical
application, further functionality for data analysis, such as reporting numerical metrics
and comparisons, can be implemented.

Choices for programming language were limited due to the complexity of the mathe-
matics required in a short space of time to create a colour map that updates in real time.
Python is a versatile language, particularly useful for complex mathematics; however,
desktop applications are not typically written in Python due to the way the code is dis-
tributed and run. It is possible to re-write the application and model in C++ using the
VTK and PyQT frameworks, which may yield an application which is more efficient to run,
particularly with added functionality in later versions. For the proof-of-concept, however,
Python was sufficient to demonstrate the possibility of creating such a feedback tool.

The interpolation methods evaluated were the built-in methods of the functions used
and chosen purely based on subjective observation. From the four interpolation methods
assessed, only one was suitable as it provided smooth colour gradients between values
and extrapolated data. It would be prudent to evaluate further methods of interpolation
which may be less computationally expensive. The chosen radial basis function method
provided a clear pressure map, making it easy to understand the data presented. However,
a limitation of choosing a method producing a smooth gradient is that it may be misleading
in terms of accuracy. Whilst the nearest-neighbour method of interpolation was less clear
to read, there was no indication of the relationship between pressures in different locations.
For these reasons, clinical testing is vital with an improved version of the tool to determine
the acceptability of the interpolation method chosen.

Before implementation of the software in the clinical environment, it is important to
map the sensor locations more precisely from each socket to its corresponding 3D model.
Each person’s socket should be created as a 3D model with the exact sensor locations, using
current scanning technologies. This will increase the accuracy of the interpolated colour
map. For the proof of concept, this was not deemed a necessity due to the increased cost
and complexity of adding this before receiving feedback from clinicians of the technology’s
potential clinical utility.

Commercial technologies are available that provide live visual feedback of pressure
within the socket. Novel.de has created Pliance sensors that can measure the pressure and
load distribution of any object on a 2D grid, similar to the initial testing of interpolation
methods in the current study [24] In contrast to the sensors developed by Hopkins et al.,
which were used to inform the software created in this study, the Pliance sensors do not
cover the entire surface of the socket, only a target area. The Pliance system must be wired
to a Windows computer via a control unit for data transfer to enable visualisation, which
limits the accessibility and usefulness of the tool.

F-Socket, created by Tekscan [26], is well used in research studies [28–34]. The sensors
are connected via USB to a computer with a range of 100 m [26]. As such, it is not
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wireless, creating a limited movement range and application. The wireless capabilities
of the system created in this study allow for wider clinical applications compared to the
F-Socket. However, the F-Socket software provides more detailed information compared
to the created software in this study about peak pressures in the socket, centre of force,
and force–time graphs [26]. The software displays both 2D and 3D data and allows for
side-by-side comparisons of different test sessions, either providing information about the
socket as a whole or focusing on regions of interest [26]. Both graphical data and movie
files can be imported and exported into the software [26]. These additional features of
the F-Socket software should be considered for future iterations of the software created in
this study.

The Adapttech INSIGHT system [25] is the most similar to the tool created in this
paper; however, it only shows a circular interpolation around each sensor rather than a
colour map across the entire socket. Generally, only four strips of eight sensors are used
for testing [35]; therefore, little of the socket area is covered. The Adapttech software is
only available for iOS devices (typically iPad), which receives the data and displays them
in real time, as well as saving it for future access (acting as a patient record system), and
requires a wireless internet connection for use. The localised interpolation around each
sensor does not give an impression of the overall pressure distribution and was potentially
misleading. The interpolation of the pressure is radial and centred around each sensor’s
location. Therefore, where the distance between sensors is larger than the interpolation
diameter, there is a gap in the interpolation. On the model, the lack of data or interpolation
is shown as blue which depicts the standard pressure within the socket. This implies that
there are no high-pressure areas in the region between the sensors and that the areas directly
around the sensors had decreasing amounts of pressure (as the interpolation between high
pressure and standard pressure will always have a negative gradient).

The existing commercial technologies are associated with high costs and have limita-
tions for their usage, e.g., requiring an internet connection or a device with a specific oper-
ating system. The application created in this study can be used on any laptop or desktop
computer with a Bluetooth connection. The platform-agnostic and internet-independent
nature of the application allows this tool to be accessible to a broader audience, especially
in low-cost and remote settings, as additional costs to meet the application requirements
are not incurred. If Bluetooth connectivity is not built in, a dongle can be used instead.

In addition, an advantage of this new tool is that it could be used with different
pressure sensor technologies which transmit data via Bluetooth, with only minor changes
to the code. The proof-of-concept tool has been created to complement the sensors created
by Hopkins et al. [27]; however, it can be adapted to allow easy connection to different
hardware. To use the created software with different sensors, further investigation of the
hardware would be needed to determine the appropriateness of the interpolation methods
and real-time updating. This would require the hardware to have an appropriate sampling
frequency and spatial resolution. The Python script required to receive Bluetooth data from
the hardware needs to be individual for different sensors. Whilst data communication
is not standard due to the differences in the way developers choose to structure the data
transmitted, the Bluetooth protocols remain the same. To facilitate easy change, only one
script in the code needs to be changed.

The feedback from prosthetists and physiotherapists is vital for the development
of any software to be integrated into the clinical environment. These are the primary
end users of the feedback tool in its current form, and therefore, their needs should be
catered for. The initial design has shown promise of clinical value; however, further work
is required to have greater benefit in the clinical environment. Functionality should be
added to monitor the motion of the prosthesis user during the testing period to facilitate
an easier understanding of the movement that causes the different pressures in the socket.
It is also vital to test the technology with prosthesis users as, though they are not directly
using the tool, they must accept this new technology into their treatment plan. Without the
acceptance of prosthesis users, uptake of this new technology may be limited.
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A proof-of-concept application has been created which demonstrates the technological
feasibility of creating an application to display real-time pressure information across
the surface of a prosthetic socket. However, the tool must be tested with prosthetists,
physiotherapists, and prosthesis users to understand the clinical utility of the tool. Such
consultation is vital before progressing with the development of the application, to ensure
it meets the needs of the target users and provides maximum value.

Before the application can be used to receive personal data via Bluetooth, it is essential
to build in the required data security characteristics of the application to protect the data.
It would also be beneficial to add functionality to allow users to select the sensors they
would like to connect to after scanning the surrounding area—both the functionality to
choose the type of sensors being used (e.g., brand) and also specifically which sensors to
connect to (instead of defining one address in the code).

4. Materials and Methods

Given the limitations of existing products, it was decided the feedback tool must
function as a cross-platform tool. The software needed to be compatible with different
pressure sensor technologies, with only minor technical adjustments. The proof-of-concept
tool has been created to complement the sensors created by Hopkins et al. [27]. It was
created to be easy to use, requiring no additional training, technical knowledge, or use of
the internet. The pressure data from the sensors should be updated in real time, as the
application receives them to allow for the data to be used immediately for clinical decision
making. Immediate use of the data means the tool can be used in consultations, giving
instant feedback to inform clinical decision making.

Previously collected pressure data of a walking test, using the Hopkins et al. sen-
sors at a rate of 200 Hz, in a CSV file was used to evaluate different interpolation meth-
ods. The study was approved by NRES Committee London–Riverside (ICREC reference:
15/LO/1633, IRAS project ID: 177122). The data were collected from a 24-year-old fe-
male participant with a unilateral, transtibial amputation and used a total surface bearing
socket. All 144 sensors were used in the socket of the participant, arranged in 12 strips of
12 sensors distributed around the prosthetic socket. The raw data were used, without any
post-processing that may alter the signals, to minimise the computational time required to
perform these methods. It was deemed appropriate to use the raw data to minimise any
latency that may impact the pressure map updating in real time. Due to the application
being created in a sandbox environment (isolated from any external network connection,
e.g., Bluetooth, internet) when using personal data, there was no need to focus on data
security aspects for the proof-of-concept application.

To choose an appropriate interpolation method, a 2D 156 × 156 grid was used to
include the 12 × 12 sensor array (evenly distributed) and a border for extrapolation. Whilst
the sensors in the socket may not be evenly distributed, this idealised representation was
deemed appropriate to assess interpolation methods, as the sensors are distributed across
the inner surface of the socket. The grid was created using built-in functions from the
NumPy [36] library in Python and visualised using matplotlib [37]. Sensor data collected
through participant testing and saved into CSV files were imported into Python for use.
Five time points were tested from a single gait cycle of the participant, each 250 milliseconds
apart. Figures were generated with the four different interpolation methods for each time
point. The time points were chosen to assess whether there was a difference in how the
interpolation was performed across the gait cycle.

Four multivariable interpolation methods were evaluated, each compatible with
unstructured data, and therefore appropriate for both 2D and 3D data: Clough–Tocher
(CT) [38], radial basis function (RBF) [39], nearest neighbour [40] (NN) and linear N
dimension (LND) [41]. The most appropriate interpolation method was identified based
on the observed clarity of the image, ease of interpretation of the pressure distribution in
the socket, and the ability to extrapolate outside the boundaries of the sensor data. The
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chosen interpolation method from the 2D testing was taken forward for testing on a 3D
socket model.

A computational model of a prosthetic socket was obtained by laser scanning a casting
mould of a transtibial prosthetic socket. The model was cleaned up, including fixing any
holes and artifacts produced during the scanning process, using Geomagic Wrap [42], 3-
Matic was used to add thickness to the model, simulating that of a socket. The 144 vertices
representing the sensors were picked out manually using Paraview (Various Locations,
USA). For the proof of concept, the real-life sensor locations were approximated on the
model: evenly distributed in 12 lines of 12 sensors to represent the sensor strips.

The 3D model was imported into Python, and the sensor locations and values were
assigned to the relevant vertices. The Visualisation Toolkit library was used to create
a colour map using the chosen radial basis function interpolation from the 2D testing
between the vertices assigned sensor values.

For the model to be accessible to a clinical audience, it was decided that a desktop
application was required for them to view the model. The creation of the application would
also allow connection to the Bluetooth sensors, with the data being used to update the
colour map on the 3D model, as data were received in real time.

PyQt was chosen to create the desktop application’s graphical user interface (GUI)
and additional functionality, as it allows for the application to run on all major operating
systems. For running the application, the host device requires a Bluetooth connection.
PyQt’s Bluetooth module was utilised to implement the relevant Bluetooth functionality.
The sensors’ Bluetooth address was specified in the code for simplicity, so the host device
searches for and connects to only the specified sensors in this proof-of-concept application.

To evaluate the clinical benefit of the tool, feedback interviews with rehabilitation
clinicians (eight prosthetists, seven physiotherapists) were conducted. The feedback meth-
ods were approved by the Imperial College London Joint Research Compliance Office
[ICREC Reference: 20IC6373]. The interviews occurred via video conferencing and each
lasted no more than one hour. During the feedback session, the desktop application was
demonstrated to the participants showing the process of opening the application, inputting
prosthesis user details, connecting to the sensors, and showing the updating 3D model as
data were fed into it. The responses to questions asked during the interviews were used to
determine the benefit of the tool and areas to be prioritised for future development.

5. Conclusions

Visual feedback has been shown to have a positive effect on rehabilitation when it
complements traditional methods. The proof-of-concept tool created in this study provides
live information about the pressure distribution inside a prosthetic socket when linked
to an appropriate sensor network. A desktop application was created that can run on
any of the standard operating systems, has no requirement for internet connection, can be
connected to any sensor network with minor changes to the code, and has been designed
to be easy to use without the requirement for technical knowledge or training.

Further improvements and testing should be completed; however, the current ap-
plication shows the potential of a clinical product. End-user feedback is vital for the
development of both the design and functionality of this application. Feedback from
rehabilitation clinicians in the clinical environment, the end users of this tool, should be
used to guide further improvements.
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